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Safe Harbor Statement

"Safe Harbor" Statement: Statements in this presentation relating to Oracle's future plans, expectations, beliefs, intentions and prospects are "forward-looking statements" and are subject to material risks and uncertainties. Many factors could affect our current expectations and our actual results, and could cause actual results to differ materially. We presently consider the following to be among the important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from expectations: (1) Economic, geopolitical and market conditions, including the continued slow economic recovery in the U.S. and other parts of the world, can adversely affect our business, results of operations and financial condition, including our revenue growth and profitability, which in turn could adversely affect our stock price. (2) We may fail to achieve our financial forecasts due to such factors as delays or size reductions in transactions, fewer large transactions in a particular quarter, unanticipated fluctuations in currency exchange rates, delays in delivery of new products or releases or a decline in our renewal rates for support contracts. (3) Our cloud computing strategy, including our Oracle Cloud Software-as-a-Service, Platform-as-a-Service, Infrastructure-as-a-Service and Database-as-a-Service offerings, may not be successful. (4) If we are unable to develop new or sufficiently differentiated products and services, or to enhance and improve our products and support services in a timely manner or to position and/or price our products and services to meet market demand, customers may not buy new software licenses, cloud software subscriptions or hardware systems products or purchase or renew support contracts. (5) Our international sales and operations subject us to additional risks that can adversely affect our operating results, including risks relating to foreign currency gains and losses. (6) If the security measures for our software, hardware, services or Oracle Cloud offerings are compromised or if such offerings contain significant coding, manufacturing or configuration errors, we may experience reputational harm, legal claims and financial exposure. (7) We have an active acquisition program and our acquisitions may not be successful, may involve unanticipated costs or other integration issues or may disrupt our existing operations. A detailed discussion of these factors and other risks that affect our business is contained in our SEC filings, including our most recent reports on Form 10-K and Form 10-Q, particularly under the heading "Risk Factors." Copies of these filings are available online from the SEC or by contacting Oracle Corporation's Investor Relations Department at (650) 506-4073 or by clicking on SEC Filings on Oracle’s Investor Relations website at http://www.oracle.com/investor. All information set forth in this presentation is current as of October 2, 2014. Oracle undertakes no duty to update any statement in light of new information or future events.
The following is intended to outline our general product direction. It is intended for information purposes only, and may not be incorporated into any contract. It is not a commitment to deliver any material, code, or functionality, and should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions. The development, release, and timing of any features or functionality described for Oracle’s products remains at the sole discretion of Oracle.
Oracle’s Strategy

• Deliver Engineered Systems combining Hardware & Software to deliver breakthrough organic innovations

• Deliver a Complete, Open, Integrated, & Market Leading Suite of Database, Middleware, Business Applications

• Deliver a comprehensive and unified IaaS, PaaS, SaaS, and Data as Services through Oracle’s Public Cloud

• Leverage scale, installed base, product breadth to Up-sell and Cross-Sell Integrated Solutions
Best-in-Class: Leader

- Database
- Data Warehousing
- Database Share on Linux
- Embedded Database
- Middleware
- Application Server
- Analytic Applications
- Identity Management
- Access Management
- Enterprise Performance Management
- Human Capital Management
- Supply Chain Management
- Customer Relationship Management
- E-Commerce
- Retail
- Financial Services
- Communications
- Banking
- Public Sector
- Professional Services
Oracle Database
Oracle Database
Complete, Open, Integrated, Best-in-Class

Application Development

Big & Semi-Structured Data

Maximum Availability

Transaction Processing

Data Warehousing

Grid Computing

Storage Management

Database Management

Database Security
#1 in Database


#1: Overall Database

Oracle Database 12c In-Memory

- Breakthrough Dual Format In-Memory Database
- 100x Faster Analytic Queries – on OLTP or DW
- 50-100X Faster OLTP
- Requires ZERO Application Changes
- Seamless to any Oracle DBA or User
Oracle In-Memory Applications

- Cost Management: 1003X Faster
- Financial Analyzer: 257X Faster
- Transportation Management: 1030X Faster
- Sales Order Analysis: 1700X Faster
- Receivables Management: 3500X Faster
- Demand & Supply Planning: 82X Faster
- Promotion Planning: 76X Faster
- Time & Labor: 1354X Faster
- Marketing: 104X Faster
- Financial Consolidation: 257X Faster
- Call Center Query: 1245X Faster
- Management Reporting: 129X Faster

Oracle Applications are certified on Oracle DB 12c In-Memory
Oracle Database 12c Multitenant

- Virtualize DBMS into Pluggable DBs
- Zero Application Changes & Complete Resource Isolation
- Automated Provisioning, Movement, Cloning, Migration
- Lower OpEx – Patch, Upgrade, Backup Once (50-250 Consolidation Density)
- Lower CapEx – Maximum Consolidation Density of Memory & CPU
Private Cloud: DB-as-a-Service On-Premise

• Foundation Products
  • Oracle Exadata
    • Accelerates all database workloads
    • Improves consolidation density up to 4x
  • Oracle Multitenant
    • Fast provisioning
    • Maximum Consolidation Density
• Oracle Cloud Management Pack
  • Delivers Database as a Service
  • Complete Lifecycle Automation – DB & Data
  • Thin Provisioning saves Storage Cost

• Lowest Cost Deployment & Management through complete automation
Oracle Fusion Middleware
Oracle Fusion Middleware
Complete, Open, Integrated, Best-in-Class
#1 in Middleware Platforms

#1: Application Server Platforms

Oracle 32.2%
IBM 26.2%
Microsoft 11.7%
SFDC 5.2%
Other 25.7%

Source: IDC: Semiannual Software Tracker, 2H13, April 2014

#1: Application Platforms

Oracle 37.7%
IBM 29.1%
SFDC 9.9%
Other 23.3%

Oracle Cloud Application Foundation 12c

- First to Market with Java EE 7 – WebSockets, JSON, JAX-RS
- Elastic Scaling: IP; Clusters; JMS; Data Grid
- Federated Caching: Data, Disaster Protection for Middle-Tiers
- Global Data Distribution: Cache for Fast Changing Data
- Active-Active across Metro Data Centers & Global Data Distribution
Oracle Mobile

Mobile App Framework
Cross OS, Cross Device

Composer
Components
Device Integration

Secure Container
Access/Sign-On
Governance

Mobile Security
Identity Management

Mobile Cloud Service
MBaaS

APIs
Shaping
Persistence
Analytics
Oracle Mobile Applications

PEOPLESOFT

E-BUSINESS SUITE

FUSION APPLICATIONS

JD EDWARDS

HYPERION

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
Private Cloud: MW-as-a-Service On-Premise

• Foundation Products
  • Oracle Exalogic
    • Accelerates all Middleware Workloads
    • Improves consolidation density up to 3x
    • Identical IaaS & DevOps APIs & Tools as Oracle Public Cloud
  • Oracle Middleware Service
    • Template Driven Distributed Provisioning
    • Any Component of Fusion MW
  • Oracle Cloud Management Pack
    • Delivers Middleware-as-a-Service
    • Lifecycle Automation – MW & Applications
• Lowest Cost Deployment & Management through complete automation
Oracle Big Data Analytics
#1 in Business Analytics & Enterprise Performance Management

Oracle Big Data SQL 11g & 12c

- Massively Parallel Query across Oracle, NoSQL, & Hadoop
- “Join” data from Hadoop with data in Oracle
- Enable data in Hadoop to be explored with standard SQL
- Extreme Performance: Offload Hadoop scans to “Big Data” Nodes optimized like Exadata

Big Data SQL
Fast, Secure Oracle SQL on all Data
Oracle Big Data Discovery 12c

- Industry’s first “Visual Face of Hadoop”
- Self-Service Data Preparation – Find, Profile, Explore, Transform
- Self Service Data Discovery, Model Development, & Prediction
- Business User Collaboration on Data & Analytic Models
- Differentiation: Simplicity of Search with Highly Interactive Analysis
Oracle Big Data Applications 12c

- Embedded Analytic Applications within SaaS & On-Premise Apps
- Real Time Data and Historical Data
- Cross Source & Subject Area – e.g. HCM & ERP data from two systems
- Cloud & On-Premise Hybrid Sources
- Predictive using Data Mining & Rules
- Built for LOB Users – Mobile, Packaged KPIs, Alerts